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?libstract

.-
'No general perddnality ries have been proposed t9 account for
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female criminality. The masculinated theory depicts female

criminal§ as having charteristics nore typically t)und-4,01]en. The

1=,

4 anguished women theory' characterizes the female c4noinal as an

individual with low-'self-esteeniand poor self-control. In an attempt

to test the applicability of each position, Male and 'f le dithinals

and.non-criminAs completed the Bem Sex Role Inventory e Tennessee

Self-Concept Scale 'the Rosenbaum Self-Control Schedule, the Quick

c.

Test measure of telligence, and a demoiraphic questionnaire

Contrary to, the masculinated women theoiT; the results Indicated,th'at

warn criminals moied signiAcantly higher. on _aillintaity and lqwer

on masculinity than did individuals in the other groups.' Partially
)

supTrtx the anglqished woman theory, warren criminals "scored lower

on self-esteem and self-coftrol than did women non-criminals.. The

.results are discussed in relation po' the nature of ' feffiale crimes

and the psychological limitations of strong "sex- typing.

1
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The.kelatiogship=of Sex-Role OFientatian, Self-ConAt.

and telf-Control to Female criminality

Factors that influence criminal vior have lotig been' a topic

of interest and inves igatian 'There are, obvlously, many factors that

influence crinxirialitfr in both men and women. Recent work has begun

. -

to point out.the.sociaV and economic variables that contribute to.

femaleinvOlVepait in crithe ( Rans,1978).. Clearly tNse factors are

important brUtnot all individuals who suffer economic ,deprivation

commit crimes. For this reason, the present study was conceived

to explore ,possible personality variables involved in female criminality.
o

Research. on the female Offender, though scant,in relation- to the

attention focused Sn her male - counterpart, has produced two Major

explanations 6f the female criminal personality: the masculinated

woman theory and the angUished-wamma theory. The first portrays

the female offender as a masculinated woman, emulating male behavior

in her choice of a criminal career; while the second attributes

female criminality to certain personality factors, such as iota self-.

esteem and impulsivity, which combine to forM the backdrop for/criminal

involvement,.

ResearCh related to the masculinated woman theory of female

criminality has, pointed'to the biological similarity between female

criminals and men (Lombroso, 1920), the penis-envy reflected in female

o-

criminal' behavior (Klein, 1976), and the.sex-role rebellion evident.

in'female 19f6). Some 1.1ve also,posited a correlatioi

between the rise in female crime and the wumen's'mpvement '(Crites, 1976;1
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Deming, 1977; Iacovetta, 1975; Levanthal, 1977) . They theorize that
40.

_the growing economic" independence and increa6ed ps/chOlogical liberation
C °I

of women is contributing to a new and more serious form of criminality

characterized by aggressive, violent offenses (Crites, 1976).

Empirical support for the masculinated wcpan °theory is found in

tW6 studies by Cochrane' (1931, 1974) which dealt with:Values,,,

;1"---
correlates of deviancy in female offender. In these studies,' the

female inmates clisplay&l. greater `hedonism and less .concern fOr other

people,'the country/ or the world in general than the cantrOl.gobps.

Cochrane believed that these female ofenders Would 'find it diffiult

to fit into the feminine. role patterns draWn up by' society, due either
,

sto a certain amount of male identification (the, female prisoners'

values were more similar to those of the male, prisoners than they

were to the female controls) or %a rejection of the female mold

(Cochrane, 1971).

Cochrane's studies are significant sincethey form the one solid

empirical base of the matCU5inated woman theory. Other characteristics.,

of female crime, such as its relation.to the women's movement and

its. expression in increasingly violent crimes, can be, challenged.

In reality, the weomn's rights Movekent has largely bypassed the

subpopulation of poor, minority females into wbich the tkerrlale

offender typically falls (Crites, 1976). Th'ese women, ratherthan

being recipients of.expanded rights and opportunities gained by

the wOften'S mOvement ate, .instead, witnessing declining survival

options (Critest'1976)'. tem* offenders are generally pocm,-,
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1c49-7.'wae,, low-status jObs,

ible fot tWir own and often the support of their
r)

5

chil e4((French, 977; Hovey, 1971; Vaimesis, 1975; Wyriok aftd

(ens, 1977). Th "r-Crimeecontinue to mirror their traditional

role in socie They, are predominantly '--small-scale

,property and victimless offenses reflecting bOth.thefeuale statub

a minor consumer and her tendency to inflict self - directed rather

4.
tarn outward - directed inj (Ward, Jackson-and.Ward,' 1968) - In

addition, most female offqnde are not involved yin violent.crimep

approximately 11 percent of allIfetale-crime is violent in nature

1\
compared to 89 percent of allma1e)crime (United Stafes,General

AocoUnting Office, .1979). Although dramatic increases Are. -1)?13orted

.
.for women involved in property crines, the proportion of women.

arrested for violent crimes has remained relatively constant for

the past'twentvy s (Female Offender Resource Center, 1976?

Voblit and Burcart, 1976).

46'

Detiiite these facts which would seem to liscredit the relationsiiip

betOeen female criminality and the Womer0 Liberation MoVement, the

belief of a connection be&een-the two still exists.%andeed, the
.

possibly influence the Women's Movement on; female criminal ;

behavior has not been emp 11Y disproved t.Othis One

study '(Levanha1, 1977) has attempted to address th / ssue, anthal,s

...

.
,

research indicates that female.criminals exhibit leos liberated!'

.
.

....

sex.-role attitudes than female college students, d'findhig,WhiCh7, . ,

would seem to discredit the connection between theIgomeniS,MoVnent
\
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and feMale Criminality. HOwevr, the noneoppa4ability.of the offender

Population and the:College populatiogemployeci in the,sttidy leaVes
.;%s

'these.:results in, dotib more rigoroug study, using a sex-role

inventory measure and nOtescomparable'samples would be needed to

obtain more definitive results.

It alsoappears that female crimes are, closely tied to the

female sex-rble, rather than reflecting male atti fides and Values

Women seem to commit crimes in roles auxiliary to men and for lesser

.

returns, often making them-more vulnerable to arrest (Hoffman-Bustamarite,

1973): In addition, those acts for which women have received adequate

training in the normal process Of growing up are more likely to have

high rates of women arrestees. Fbr example, women are trained to
' I

go sh4Ping fOr hbusehold goods and this "training' could be related ,e-J

to the criminal behavior of shoplifting. .Thes5/crimes for which more

ine skills and techniques are required (e.g., auto theft) shgw-

1

a lOWer then expected rate'df female participatiq6 (Hoffmann-Bustamante,

masc

473).

The "anguished woman theory, rather thmnexplaining,iemale crimes

ass attempt to emalate-,E)asCuline.behavior,'unites various theories

which link-such personality variables as low self-esteem and poOroll,

iMpulse control, to female involvaaitnt in crime (Konopka, 1966;

Pollak; 1950; Thomas, 1923; Vedder and Some lle, 1970). Such

krsonality characterictis as thrill-deeking, lonelAmss, dependency,

and deqeptiveneps also fall under the umbrella of the anguished woman

ti

7
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theory.

Personality studies depict the female offender-as a waran lacking

in self- confidence .and self-esteem, highly, subjective, isolated and

'Withdrawn from social intercourse (Fenton, 1975). In addition; the

female offendershoms greater emotional sensitivity, deprdssion and ..

dissatisfaction with her life than the female controls against whom

she has been measured (Barker and Adams, 1962; Cunningham, 1963;

Dahlstrom, Welsh and Dahlstrom, 1972; Hathaway and Mbnadhesi, 1969;

Wanton, 1975).
UnfortuLtely; much of this research has relied more

V

on subjective impressions than empirical data, has used inadequate or

no c_omparison groups and often
has used inappropriate. statistical

proce

The aim.pf the present 'Study was to investigate both t1e masculinated

wanan theory and the anguished woman theoiy and to draw some conclusions 7

as to which of the approaches can better account for female criminal

behavior. In order to assess thJS, male and Iemale criminal and

non-criminal participants
completed the Bem 56( Role Inventory (Bem,

1974, 1981), the Tennessee Self-Concept Scale (Fit5p,'1965; Vacchiano

and Strauss, 1968),6rd the Rosenbaum Self-CentrollSchedule (Rosenbaum,

-1980) .. The subjects also completed a 'shortened form ofc,the Quick'

Test, an intelligence measure (Ammons and'Amurns, 1962)IiInd filled-,
7

4/I

1601
out a demographic

information form, so, that Comparability of the sample

;groups could be evaluated.

, .

c>,-;

5Ubjects

Method

,

One hundred forty -four subjects
participated in the study. The
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- fourgroups consisted of (a) 38 black female and (b) 35 black

male,immates from an urban correction41 facility, andir(c)-35 bladk

fenale and (d) 36 black male participants in pre-vocational training

''programs serviced by a city teehnical'college. The male and female
)

criminal partipants in the studywere serving sentences not exceeding

two yeah for the commission 'of misdemeanors and/or minor felonies.
t\

Non-,criminal participargis were selected on the basis of their general '

educational and occupational sililarity to the criminal samples. The

study was limited to black participants, since the majority of inilates

' held in the urban correctional facility eMpj.oyed in the study-were
op
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of that racial group. .

A limited amount of deMbgraphic infornktion was obtained for

each of the 144 participants in the study. ]Th s infoniation'consisted

of: respon t's age (N.= 20.8 years), respon t'S education}( -.10.3

yeard), respondent's income (85 percent of the,respondents had incomes

below $5000).; respondent's occupation (83 percent of the respondents

were unemployed or on welfare), resPondenn HolligsbOad social status

rating (J = 21, on a scale of 11 to 77), father's occupation (45)

percent unemployed or on welfare; 30 percent employed in unskilled,

loW-status occupations), mother's occupation (68 percent unemployed ,

or on welfare; 24 percent enployedin unskilled, low-status occupations),

father's education (M =t 9.5 years), aother's education al - 9.8 years),

and p number of correct responses on form 1 of the Quick Test

intelli,ence measure (M
Ar.

e
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Procedure

Three inventories, the Ban Sex RoleJnventory; the Rosenbaum

Self-Control Schedule, and the Tennessee Self-Concept Scale, were

administered to the participants in groups of five to t" persons.

After the participants were seated in the testing roam, the

white, female interviewer greeted them and proceeded to distribute

informed consent blankS, demographic-information-sheets, the three

inventories and the Quick Test, The interviewer explained that the

subjects would be.participating in a study investigating a number

of personality` characteristics, so it was important that they be

honest in respond

The interview

entirely. volunt

g to the inventories.

,r stated that participation in. the study was

and that subjects could choose not to participate

and leave at any point during the session. She called their .

attention to the informed consent blank, asked them to read it

silently and sign itnif they were willing to participate in the study.
).

Following this, the subjects' attention was draunhto the demographic

information sheets and the interviewer explained that although the

anonymity of, each subject would be strictly maintained, it was

necessary to obtain a minimi ;unount of information about the participants.

ear then allowed the participants a five-minute period to

fill cut the darographie inforlrittion sheets.

When this task had bei..n corpleted, t& interviewer !asked the

subjects to refer to the folderscontainin.the three inventories and

the Quick Test. Detailed instructions on each of the instruments were then A

given to the subjects. The subjects were instructed to begin workirig on

the Quick Test.as soon as the instructions were coupleted, The

The intervic
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interviewer informed the subjects that when they finished answering

the inventories, they should place the demographic information sheets

inside the inventory folders, hand them in and leave the testing roan.

The subjects were then thanked in advance for their participation in

the study. The majority of subjects were able to complete the task

within an hour period.

Results ,

Demegraphic Information

TWo-by7two analyses of variance, with,sex and criminality as4inde-

pendent variables, performed on age, educatiOn; income, and Hollingshead

social status rating of the respondent, and father's and mother's

occupation and education yielded the folloing results. Significant

main effects for sex indicated that men had greater incomes, F(1,140)

5.06, p<.05, scored higher on the Hollingshead social status rating

'scale, F(1,140) 6.30, p:<.05, and came from families in which the

father's, F(1,140) - 4.07, p<.05, and mother's education,F(1,140)

4.44, E <.05, was greater than the wnmen counterparts. Significant

Main effeCts for criminality indicated that criminals were older,

F(1,140) 24.91, il<.001, rwre educated, F(1,140) - 6.42, 11(.05,

had greater incoces,1 F(1,140) - 22.5.9, p<.001, scored higher on

the Hollingshead social status rating, F(1,140) - 30.50, 11..001,

and came from families in which the father's vatic:aim waft greater,

,1/40) 7.71, p <.01, than the non-criminal counterparts. Newman-Keuls

analyses based on the significant interactions for sex by criminality

on income, F(1,140) 5.05, p <.05, and Hollingshead social slaws

i
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rating, F(1,140) = 6.14, 1?.05, indicated that male criminals

scored significantly h4her than did any other groups (all Ey<05).-

No other main effects or interactions reached significance. Because

of the partial noncosparability between the samples as indicated by

tIlese nesults, care was taken to follow up analysis .of variance

with analysis of covariance procedures in order to partial out

possible confounding effects.

Bem Sex Role Inventory - Femininity Scale

A two-by-two analysis of variance, with' sex and criminality as

independent variables, performed on the total femininity score

on the Bem Sex Role Inventory indicated a significant main effect

for sex, F(1,140) .-.16.64, p C001, and an interaction for sex by

by criminality, F(1,140) - 6.30, p.01.

Three analyses of covariance were also conducted to assess

the degree to %:hich other variables could account for the above

effects. The first analysis of covariance assessed the effects

of sex and criminality on femininity scores with' subject variables

(age, edkleation, inc me, occupation, and Ilollingsalcad social status'

kating) as covarintes. This analysis indicated a significant main

effect for sex, E(1,135),-7 18.34, p.001, and an interaction for

sex by erhnhiality, F(1,135) 11.11 , p <.001. A second analysis of

covariance was pvrformcd In a similar ttrutrIct with parental tilt ribtiteil

IfaLher ' a occupation,. mother's occupot ion father's education,

tinther's eduCation) as cowl riat'on. Again, a sioviricant main orroct

for sex, F(1,136) 18.11, p <.001, and for sex by criminality,
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F().,136) = 8.53, 2.01, .1 found. A final analysis of covariance'

was conducted With.acores froin the Quiet Nest intelligence tmeasUre

as 7t e covariate.'. the mins,effectvfor sex, 1'(1,139)
1.

a r

° 27;36,,, j <.001,' and the sex by crimittality interaction, F.(1-,139) =

reached significance .

A Dunnett's Multiple Range Test, 'comparing all mean values to

the female criminal mean, indicated that female criminals displayed

significantly higher femininity scores than their male criminal

counterparts (2< . 01) or the male (p.< .61) and.fema1e 2<.05)

.

non-criminal participants. (See Table 1 for all results).

Insert Table 1 about here

Ben Sex Role Inventory - Masculinity Scale.

A two-by-two analysis of variince, with sex and criminality as

independent variables, performed on the total masculinity score on

the Ben Sex Role. Inventory, indicatecfa significant main effect for

sex, F(1,140) = 81.62, p <.001, and an interaction for sex by

criminality , F(1,149) .= 12.40 J2A; 001 .

Three analyses of ovariance were conducted to assess the extent

to which other variables could account for the above effe6ts. First,

an analysis of covariance was perfomed with sex and criminality as

independent variables and the subject variables as covariates. This

analysis indicated a signficiant main effect for sex; F(1,135) =

68.29, I14;.00l, and an interaction foi sex by criminality, F(1,135) =

13
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j3.57, 1/.001. yecond analysis of. covariance, using pax agh

criminality as indePendent variables and parental attributes as

covariates', was condUcted and yielded a significant main effect
I.

for sex,. F(1,136) = $3.59, 2.<.001, and a4 interaction for sex by

= 12.83, Ey<.001. A third and final analysis

of covariance was perfamed,with sex and criminality as independent
I .

Variables and the Quick Test as thecavariate: Again, a significant

Twin effect for sex, F(1,139) = 91.00, 2.<.001, and an interaction
- I

for sex by criminality, 7(1,139) = 12.66, Il.001, was found.

ADunnett t s tiple Range Test, comparing all mean values

11,

to the female criminal mean, indicZted that female criminals displayed,

significantly lower masculinity scbres than their male criminal
.

bounterparts-or th\ertfale and female non- criminal subjects (all
.,

2.<.01):

Rosenbaum Self-Control Schedule

A two-by-tOo analysis of variance, with sex and criminality as

independent variables, performed on the subject responses to the

Rosenbaum Self- Control Schedule revealed no significant effects.

The three analyses of covariance; with subject variables, parental

\

*

attributes, and Quick Test scores as covariates, each indicated a

significant main effect (2(.05) for criminality, F(1,135) = 4123,

F(1,136) = 5.18, F(1,139) =.9.49 respectively.

In order to further examine the nature, Of the criminality effect,/

a simple main effects test, using the error term frbarthe Quick Test /'
,

covariate analysis, was done for each sex. The simple main effects

1.4
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i

test for indicated that female criminals scored qignificantni
, \ '

1 4 ,

lawer,on self-control than did female non - criminals, r(4139) = 4.86,

5. The simple main effects test for men indicated no significant

difference to criminality.

Tennessee S --- Concept Scale

. A two-by-
. ,

ysis of variance, with, sex and criminality as

independent variables, performed. on participants' responses to the

Tennessee*Self-Conoept Scale indiCated no significant effects. Using

the same method previously described, threel.analyses of covariance

were run employing subject variables, Parental attributes and the

Quick Test as covariates. Again, no significant effects were found.

One additional analysis of covariancespemed called for. The

Tennessee Self-Concept Scale includes a True/False scale. which Treasures

whether the individual's approach to the task involves a strong

tendency to agree or disagree.regardless of item content. It does,

not seem unreasonable to hypothesize that individuals in the criminal

groups may be susceptible to this type of response bias. Indeed, a

2 x 2 analysis of variance on the True/False scores indicated a

significant main effect for criminality, F(1,140) = 19.55,11(.001.

Given this finding, an analysis of covariance was conducted on the

Tennessee Self-Concept Scale scores with sex and criminality as the

independent variables and the True/False cores as the covariate.

This analysis indicated a significant main e ct for criminality,

F(1,139) = 16.06, .2(.001.

In order to further,exandne the nature of this effect, a simple.

main e4ects test was done On criminality within each sex. The
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simple", main effects test for womb indicated that female criminals

scored significantly lower s femalebn-6rimnalp, F(11139.) =
rl

6.74, 11.05. The simple main effects test for men found no

significant difference due to criminality.

Edscussion

The present study was designed to 'explore the applicability of

the maseulinatedwanap theory and the angaihed woman theory ae

explanations of the nature of female criminality. Significant

effects on both the Niaeculinitand Femininity scales of the Ben

Sex Role Inventory indicate that female criminals are less

stereotypidally 'masculine, and more,stereotypicallyTeminine than

their male criminal counterparts or the male and fjImale

non-criminal subjects. Further, resultsfram the Rosenbaum Self..

Cantrol Schedule appear to point to a lower degree of self-control

in criminal participants than in their non-criminal counterparts.

This effect is primarily due to differences between female criminals

and female nan- criminals. Finally, when True/False scale scores

serve as the covariate, sigpificant results achieved on an analysis

of covariance of the. Tennessee Self-Concept Scale indicate that

overall, criminals have lower self-concepts than the nOn7criminal

control subject's. Again, this effect is primarily due to differences

between Z2male criminals and female non - criminals.

The results of present study, especially the significantly

higher femininity sc res and significantly, lower masculinity scores

of the female crimina subjects, run counter tdthe masculinated

16
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woman theory of female criminality, whictfassertp thatwmeninvo;yed
. ,

-, .

in. Orime are "'tore mtisculine than :their norinCrimii;.al 'coulterpipt. 'and

engage in crimipa activity as an expression of their masculinated

self-image. Ea ed or the present study as well as. previous research :

'findings uktichpointto the sex-typd, relatively non-violent

nature' of female crime (Wolfgang, 1958'; Gibbens and Prince, 1962;

Hoffman-Bustamante, 1973; Female Offender Resource Center, 1976;

Nob/it and Burcart,-1976; Smart, 1977) it appears that the masculinated

woman theory is a rather naive, simplistic; and uncorroborated'
r

explanation oflemale criminality. If women were, indeed committing

crimes out of a desire to be more like men, one would expect them

to be exhibiting more masculine traits and values than their

non-criminal female peers, as well as engaging in an increasing .

percentage of violent, typically male sex-typed crimes. This simply

is not the case. Indeed, the present data suggest that female and

male criminals are, particularly Sex-typed.
2

Given that previous

research has indicated that strongly sex-typed individuals'are less

adapative in some social situations (Idkes and Bcirnes, 1978) and

prefer to choose sex-appropriate activities, even at personal cost

(Bem, 1975; Bem and Denney, 1976),it can be speculated that sex-typed

individuals, because of their psycholOgically-linited options, are

more likely to choose illegal but sex-appropriate activities.

The present study tends to give uoderate support to the anguished

woman theory of female ciminality. Results fran the Rosenbaum

Self - Control Schedule and the:Ten4see Self-Concept Scale give

17
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some' preliminary ir,}dicati0C1 that female criminals.have a lower degree

of 6elf-cadtrol And self-eSteem thari their female.non7crirtinal peqrs.

Whilb these results appear to suioPortithe anguished woman theorY,

y are not unequivocal. A-blose 'examinatian'of the results indiCates

that"the effects of criminality for war en an self-control and self-concept

are due primarily to. the relatively higher s

women. Such a pattern can only be used to support the anguished woman

non-criminal '

theory, if it can be argued that most =omen s particular,racial,

social,' and economic group normally score higher on self - esteem and

self-control than.do men fran this group.

Such an argument, in our opionicrn, isnot unreasonable. While

research on the Black female is almost as scarce as that on the

female offender, there appears to be some evidence that Black tacin'en

do have a high degree of self-confidence (Fichter, 1970), 98 well as

a high level of confidence in their competence and ability (Epstein, .

1973). In addition, studies of Black adolescents reveal that Black

females exhibit fewer behavioral difficulties than their male

counterparts (Pettigrew, 1964), have higher academic achievement

and intellectual develo t than Black males (Baughman and Dahlstrom,

1968), and a greater awareness of the occupational opportunity

structure for members of the Black race Ilan do Black males. It

appears ttpt---qe Black community represents the primary reference

group for Black women and provides a different standard of self-evaluation

than that of the White community (Garin and Epps, 197)and this

standard can serve as the basis for, the realistic enhancement of

18
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self-esteem. among Bid& women pobsort,,19701 1.0idner, 1972), Givexii

, . v .-
,..

these results, it cati be expected thA Black' women normally 'score. .-
.

4 A. r

higher on self-cantiol and self-esteekmeasures than Black men. The

fact that this elevation was not evidentfor criminal women suggests,

unusually_ low scores for this group.
./

While care shouldvbe taken in extrapolating from the results

b.

on this limited sample, the study is encouraging in that it

from

.(

repudiates prediCtionsrthe trasculinated woman theory of female. ,

,

criminality. Future research should concentrate on spedifying more .

exactly the psychological characteri9tics that are related to female'

ciiminaiity as well as exploring personality variables in the context,

of economic theories of female criminality.,
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Table 1

All gcor9s as a FUnction of Sex and Criminality

Motixai Men

Dependent Measure Criminal. Non-Criminal Criminal

4
Non-:Criminal

BSRI - Femininity 55.82 51.11 43.83' 48.31

BSRI - Masculinity 42.24 48.88 '62.14 57.58

Rosenbaum Self -Cdntrol 34.84 57.34 35.34 40.67.

Teanessee:Self-Concept 301.58 317.00 307.28 309.89
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